DATA SHEET SUPPLEMENT
(statement of persons applying for single European pet passport)
The microchip identification number of the pet: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(it is advised to stick one of the stickers of the microchip here)
The number of the issued pet passport: _______________________ Date of issue: (YY/MM/DD):_________________
I, the undersigned owner of the pet marked with the above numbered microchip identification and provided with the above
numbered single European pet passport (the person entitled to command the pet) hereby make the below statement:
The veterinarian issuing the above numbered single European pet passport informed me about the accessibility of the
information and legal provisions on the commercial and non-commercial transportation of pets (www.fvm.hu,
www.mgszh.gov.hu, www.petpassport.hu ).
I hereby take cognizance of the fact that the single European pet passport issued according to the legal provisions of the
European Union does not itself entitle the owner to transport the pet. The transportation of the pet is only permitted holding a
valid anti-hydrophobia vaccination certificate.
On the basis of the general, single provision of the European Union, the anti-hydrophobia (rabies) vaccination is effective on the
21st day following the first anti-hydrophobia vaccination. The repeated vaccinations are considered effective instantly if the
period between the vaccinations does not exceed the prescribed period.
I hereby take cognizance of the fact that a pet younger than 3 months may only be transported within the European Union if the
host member state permits the inbound transportation of animals younger than three months without anti-hydrophobia (rabies)
vaccination. I hereby take cognizance of the fact that the veterinarian issuing the passport is not obliged to inform me of such
information as he may not be able to provide updated information in default of a Central European Register. I may only depart
on my journey with a pet younger than three months not having anti-hydrophobia (rabies) vaccination at my own risk and I am
obliged to inquire information about the relevant regulation valid and effective in the destination and transit countries.
With consideration of the above, I hereby make a statement that I
intend

do not intend

to transport a pet younger than three months without anti-hydrophobia (rabies) vaccination within the European Union.
(please unambiguously mark by underlining/encircling the suitable statement)
I hereby make a statement that I intend to sell the pet marked with the above specified microchip identification and provided with
the above specified single European pet passport:
yes

no

I transfer the ownership rights of the pet marked with the above specified microchip identification and provided with the above
specified single European pet passport during the stay in the foreign member state of the European Union:
yes

no

(please unambiguously mark by underlining/encircling the suitable statement)
I hereby take cognizance of the fact that if I marked the answer “no” at both sub-points under point 5. and sell or transfer the
owner’s rights of the above specified pet in another member state, the veterinarian issuing the passport may not be held liable
for the possible consequences.
If I marked the answer “yes” at any of the sub-points under point 5., I am obliged to comply with the regulations on travelling with
commercial purposes before the journey to the destination country. For this purpose, I am obliged to contact the Veterinary
Officer Service.
Date (YY/MM/DD): _______________________________
name, address and signature of the person receiving the single European pet passport:
____________________________________________________

